A general result valid for any compressible fluid is noted. It gives the maximum values of the flux densities of mass, momentum, and kinetic energy in steady and unsteady flows which are expanding isentropically from a reservoir.
The density p is related thermodynamically to the pressure p and entropy s by the relation where a'=((dp/ap), is the square of the speed of sound. For the isentropic flows we are considering, dp = dp/a' and Eq. ( 1) can be written (2) We now need a pressure-velocity (p-u) relation, and this is different in steady and unsteady flows.
For steady flow, along a streamtube of varying crosssectional area, the (p-u) relation comes from the momentum equation
which, in integral form, is the Bernoulli equation u2 p dp y+ -=o, s (4) PQP and, since the flow is isentropic, is equivalent to the energy equation
Putting (3) into (2), the velocity for a maximum is found from u2 PU n-1 "-2 =o;
( 1 u/a=M is the Mach number. Thus the maxima in a steady isentropic expansion occur at M'==n, i.e., at M= 1, J/2, and v3 for mass, momentum, and energy, respectively. For unsteady isentropic flow in a streamtube of constant area we have, instead of Eq. (3), the p--u relation dp=-padu which comes from the Riemann invariant (6) p dp u+ -=o. s Pa fJa
This is the pressure-velocity relation in a one-dimensional (plane) simple unsteady wave. The condition for a maximum is found by putting (6) into (2), which gives PU n-1 n-l =o.
( 1 Thus, the maxima in an unsteady expansion occur at M=n, i.e., M= 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The values of the maxima depend on the fluid properties. For a thermally and calorically perfect gas, with y=c/c,=the ratio of specific heats, they can be evaluated by making use of the integral equations (5) and (7) for steady and unsteady flows, respectively. With h=a2/(y-1) and dp/pa=[2/(y-l)]da, Eqs. (5) and (7) take the forms 
